Safety Quiz

Name: _______________________

T.A: _______________________

Date: _______________________

1. Everyone in the laboratory must wear eye protection whenever:

2. What should you do if chemicals spill on your skin?

3. If a chemical splashes on your face but does not get into your eyes because you are wearing goggles, how would you wash the chemical off of your face without getting the chemical into your eyes?

4. In the event of any injury in the laboratory what should you do?

5. In my laboratory this quarter the fire extinguishers are located:

6. Long hair is dangerous in the laboratory because:
   a. it can catch on fire if you lean across a flame
   b. it can get in your reaction flask if you lean across your experiment
   c. hair absorbs chemical vapors

7. When the weather is hot you may
   a. wear sandals and shorts
   b. wear closed-toe shoes, socks and long pants
   c. wear shorts with a lab coat

8. The fire extinguishers in the laboratory are to be used:
   a. only by a TA or instructor
   b. by anyone in the emergency
   c. on any fire

9. The safety shower in the laboratory is located:

10. Students who are finished with an assignment experiment may:
    a. go on to the next experiment
    b. do their homework
    c. leave the lab

11. Most chemicals are:
    a. toxic
    b. edible
    c. harmless

12. In the laboratory you may not:
    a. put anything in your mouth, including the end of your pen
    b. chew gum
    c. wear contact glasses